The High Resistance Ground was used at the oil and gas platforms because of the main reason of not having the process in the facility interrupted. There are cases where main high voltage contactor has tripped and disabled the process at satellite platforms due to the lightings module grounded. This is unacceptable to the daily production. In this paper it will discuss on the electrical distribution load flow analysis, capacitive charging system for the HRG designs and the single phase to ground fault control which is offered by the HRG systems. In the oil and gas platform, there is always a case where the ground fault occurs and causes disturbance to the process. With the 3 Generators (Solar Centaur 3125 MVA) power for the overall electrical distribution, all the equipment on the buses is prone to the faults. It has always been the challenge to control and eliminate or reduce the ground faults. The determination of the total system charging current (Ic) is important and thus determining the value of resistor that is able to limit the fault to ground. The limit of current is about 5-10A. This investigation also will compare and analyze the line to ground faults. Symmetrical components are usually widely used for the study of fault calculations.
Introduction
The oil and gas offshore platform at Guntong A complex has encountered multiple interruption due to the fault that occurs in the power system. This had caused the process instability and thus affected the production of oil and gas. HRG can offer continuous operation with tolerable fault in the system [1] . This is the main purpose of the HRG installation. The ground fault that happens in the power systems had caused unnecessary breakdown to the process facility. With the 4160 Vac generated from the gas turbine generator fault occurring at anytime the situation will become worst when having difficulty to detect and locate the fault in the system or equipment.HRG installation was driven by few factors as follows:
• Power continuity, when ground fault occurs it will not trip the system • Lower repair cost because of the negligence on damage caused by the fault. Less time taken to return the faulty equipment to service • Personnel safety
The offshore oil and gas platform at Guntong A complex is power with generators, electric machines, transformers and others. All of this electrical equipment is designed to accommodate all the loads in the facility (Appendix A). The power distribution for electrical equipment was built to operate under normal condition, emergency blackout and black start [1] . But due to some reasons such as ground fault that might occur, human errors, loads increases due to the current demands and the aging of equipment. To prevent or to mitigate these problems, few solutions have been considered. Importantly the safety of all the personnel on board is the top priority. Secondly, the prevention of downtime due to the fault in the electrical distribution system is important. High Resistance Ground is used to provide high reliability in the oil and gas platform. Mostly in the offshore facility environment, Line to Ground fault has the highest occurrence compared to the Line to Line and Line to Line to Ground fault. The platform has adopted the ungrounded system, because of the production continuity the High Resistance Ground installation was chosen to resolve the ground fault when it occur. Without the HRG on the ungrounded system transient overvoltage can happen. This happen when intermittent ground faults and the re-striking of fault takes place. In some cases the Line to ground voltage may cause severe damage to some of the critical equipment or electrical machines. The intermittent ground fault can cause severe failure in an ungrounded system. To solve this problem the High Resistance Grounding has been used with the connection of the neutral point with resistance to ground. In this paper ETAP simulator or (Electrical Transient Analysis Program) will be used to simulate the analysis. Some of the study parts will include the load flow analysis (Appendix B), short circuit analysis such as line to ground fault (Appendix C). By analyzing this functionality the fault occurrence in the circuit can be controlled and the high resistance grounding method in the system can be effectively functioning.
Electrical System Distribution
Guntong A platform was selected for its electrical distribution analysis especially to determine the fault control on the system and make recommendations for better protection on the system. Main power for the Guntong A platform supplied by 3 Solar (Centaur) gas turbine generator sets, each rated at 3125 KVA at 4160 Vac. For normal operation, two generator sets will be run in parallel with the third set as a standby unit. Emergency power will be provided by diesel-engine generator set rated for 500KVA at 480 Vac. The engine generator set cannot be operated in parallel with the turbine generator sets but will automatically be connected to Motor Control Centre (7MC-502) if there is a primary power failure. This change over from the normal power supply to the emergency power supply will be accomplished by means of an ASCO automatic transfer switch.
The system employs high resistance grounding equipment for the generator neutrals and for the low voltage transformer neutrals [2] . Thus, no protective equipment against ground faults is installed. The High Resistance Ground must be carefully adjusted in accordance with the equipment instructions. Attention must be given to the determination of the capacitance charging current in each ground system. Without the high resistance grounding system the overall platform is ungrounded. The working principle of the HRG will discuss in detail about the system capacitive charging current.
Load Flow Analysis
Studies are carried out on the Guntong A electrical distribution system. The simulation on the load flow was done on the system when running with 2 generators (in parallel) while the other one is on standby mode. Referring to the table 1 for all the equipment report. From the report most of the main equipment such as transformer, bus bar and cable ratings is checked with the ETAP settings. In normal operation only 2 Main Oil line pump will operate, while the rest will be on standby. Supplying4160 kV to satellite Guntong B through submarine cable stretched approximately1-2 KM.
In emergency situation when platform gas turbine generators all are down, the diesel generator will backup and supply the essential load for the gas turbine generator to start. Such vital loads are instrument air compressor, fire water pump, diesel pump, gas turbine starter, and related vital equipment for gas turbine generators. Figure 1 shows that the adjacent conductors at the rate of about 1 to 2 amperes. The 1to 2 amp "charging current" is typical for 480 V systems. From the diagram we can see that the current that flows from linetoground is the "charging current". The charging current magnitude usually will increase when the capacitance increases. The increase in capacitance is caused by the longer cable that lay along the sea bed to the remote satellite platforms. On 480 Vrms system the typical value ranges from 1 to 2 amperes [3] .From the Figure 1 we can understand the ungrounded system current flow when open delta transformer was used and the wye-connected with the capacitor representing the conductor's capacitance to ground.
The voltage developed across that capacitor is defined by Ohm's Law as: Current will lead the voltage when it is across the capacitor (V C ) about 90 degrees. This is true because of the operator j in the equation. Whenever the current crosses through the path at zero point, the voltage across the capacitor will be maximum. Table 2 shows the line to ground fault at V a phase and the increase of 73% on the phase V b and V c. . 
High Resistance Ground Charging Capacitance Current
The magnitude of the zero sequence charging current will be determined by the associated system components in the system of line to ground capacitance. For a correct selection of the High Resistance Groundingresistor value the value of system charging current is very important. High Resistance Grounding will depend on the system capacitance charging current [4] . In most of the networks the transformers ground capacitance is always negligible. The reasons are because the shielding effects of the internal core with all the adjacent windings, the large gap or space of the windings and core may limit the ground capacitance to a minimum value. The capacitance of cable is greater if compared to the open wire lines. Besides that the length of the cable can contribute to the significant rise of the capacitance to ground [5] . In detail the capacitance of the cable attributes to the types, conductor size and the insulation of the cable construction. All the equipment such as the induction motors and synchronous motors is the main cause of the total system capacitance to ground. In comparison at the same rating, the lower voltage machines have the higher capacitance because of the lesser insulation in reference to ground and the larger conductor and also the bigger slot surface area. In the phase of designing the High Resistance Grounding, one of the important parts is to determine the system charging current. This charging current will affect the High Resistance Grounding resistor value at the neutral connection. Charging current ranges in between 5 to 10 amp for the medium voltage (4160).
High Resistance Ground Design
High resistance ground must be able to limit the ground fault to 10A as it was intended to the power system. It is important to determine the value of the resistor that suits to the system. By using the external ungrounded power supply this method will be used under the energized system ( Figure 2) . The system charging current can be calculated 46 Offshore Oil and Gas Platform Transient Over-voltages from Ground Fault on Ungrounded System when the existing neutral system is offset by the external power supply. Figure 2 shows the electrical circuit with the injected variable power supply to the system neutral. A simple representation of the whole circuit can be simplified in the Figure 3 below. The variable auto transformer circuit installed in parallel loop with the system charging current in reference to the grounding [6] .
To obtain the variable current corresponding to the parallel capacitance of all the 3 phases it must be plotted to a graph as shown in figure 4 . When the ratio of k becomes constant, then at this time the system neutral has been displaced by the injected voltage away from the ground figure (4) . At this point onwards the current has flowed through the parallel capacitance at maximum peak value. This ratio k will represent the (X CO /3), and this is the one third of the line to ground capacitance reactance X CO . The system charging can be obtained and calculated when the capacitance reactance value in the system is given [7] . 
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Conclusions
From the simulation of the ETAP the changing load of the pump and other main electrical equipment can be seen. All the essential power that meant for the vital load at platform during emergency is very critical during power failure. In the power system any fault such as single phase to ground must not interrupt the system because of the High Resistance Ground unit that will limit the fault to tolerable fault 10A. The fault study done on the power system shows that the overvoltage occurs when single phase to ground strikes on the bus 4. This can be prevented by the HRG installation because the ungrounded system will not have transient overvoltage if the current is allowed to flow through the ground fault at the value that is larger than the system charging current.
